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Reducing the risk of developing
low cell potential by interaction
in conjunction with RESONANCE:

The primary feature of magnetic
resonance stimulation is the
resonance e�ect of pulsed
electromagnetic �elds in the body.
Vibrations or frequencies
matching our own are transmitted
as purposeful information to
unhealthy cells whose function

has been restricted.

To me resonating means living in harmony, singing the same song, or even
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better, having my song ampli�ed by singing in harmony. Mother earth
provides the possibility for us to resonate with its magnetic �eld. The
hypothalamus, the command center in our brain, oscillates with the exact
same frequencies as the frequencies of the earth’s magnetic �eld, 7.83 Hz
(Schumann Waves). And this may not be a coincidence. Resonating is vital
for the body to achieve an optimal cell metabolism.

Resonating is achieved through movement,
mainly walking. With every step we take, we
are converting the static magnetic �eld into
a pulsed magnetic �eld and now we
resonate. Therefore, the more we walk, the
healthier we are. The less we walk, the less
healthy we are because we are depriving
ourselves of electromagnetic impulses
which are achieved through walking. “These
boots are made for walking!” (Nancy Sinatra)
-☺

Magnetic resonance stimulation achieves a
vibration response of the cell membrane. A
healthy cell membrane oscillates at a certain
basic frequency and at certain amplitude. Diseased cells have di�erent
amplitudes due to their reduced cell potential and weaker oscillation. At
precisely this point, the resonance phenomenon of the magnetic �eld
comes into e�ect, because the amplitude of the oscillation can be
reinforced by resonance. This is in turn results in a more robust ion
exchange (cell pumps open and close more e�ciently), improves cell
membrane potential, stimulates the metabolism and accelerates ATP
production (fuel of the cell), the energy which controls everything.

Important: Cells only respond to or resonate with frequencies which most
closely match their own.

Explaining resonance the simple way:

The MAT speaks the language of every cell -☺

Schumann Resonance and the Scienti�c Work of Dr. Wolfgang



Ludwig, Germany scientist.

Dr. Ludwig carried out further research in writing his thesis on the
Schumann Resonance. When taking measurements at the earth’s surface,
the reading is the result of two signals, one coming from above and one
from below

During his research, Dr. Ludwig came across the ancient Chinese teaching
which states that Man needs two environmental signals:  the YANG
(masculine) signal from above and the YIN (feminine) signal from below. 
This description �ts the relatively strong signal of the Schumann waves
which are surrounding our planet by being YANG, and the weaker
geomagnetic waves coming from below in being the YIN signal. The
Chinese teachings state that to achieve perfect health, both signals must
be in balance. Dr. Ludwig found that this is indeed the case.  Research
carried out by E. Jacobi at the University of Duesseldorf showed that the
one sided use of Schumann wave (YANG) simulation without the
geomagnetic signal (YIN) caused serious health problems.  On the other
hand, the absence of Schumann waves creates a similar situation. Many
studies were conducted to this e�ect with the conclusion that mankind
depends on two subtle environmental signals, the YIN from below and the
YANG from above which together make up the harmonious magnetic �eld
of the earth, the SILENT HEALER; or quoting Werner Heisenberg, German
Nobel Price winning physicist: “The magnetic �eld of the earth is the
elementary force form which every living organism depends on. “


